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A systematic method for approximating the ab initio electronic energy of molecules from the
energies of molecular fragments is tested on a large sample of typical organic molecular structures.
The detailed methods, including some additional refinements for molecular rings and long range
interactions, are described. The accuracy and computational efficiency of the systematic hierarchy
of methods are reported. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2347710
I. INTRODUCTION
Ab initio quantum chemistry provides the practical
means to calculate the total electronic energy of moderate-
sized molecules. There is a hierarchy of techniques ranging
in both accuracy and computational cost from the simple
Hartree-Fock or density functional theory approaches to
those with high level treatments of electron correlation. Ther-
mochemical properties and, in principle, the complete poten-
tial energy surface can be evaluated. Hence, chemical reac-
tion dynamics, rate coefficients, and other observables may
be evaluated.
However, the computational time required to calculate
the total electronic energy increases rapidly with the number
of electrons in the molecule, and with the level of ab initio
theory employed. Accurate treatment of electron correlation
is very time consuming. For example, the coupled cluster
approximation using single and double excitations and in-
cluding the triple excitations noniteratively CCSDT re-
quires a computer time which scales as N7, where N is the
number of basis functions. Hence, research is directed to-
wards devising new computational algorithms which reduce
this “scaling problem” to linearity, N1. see, for example,
Ref. 1 and references therein.
One general approach to achieve linear scaling in elec-
tronic structure calculations involves breaking the molecule
into fragments, evaluating the molecular orbitals or the elec-
tron density or the density matrix for the fragments, and
combining these to estimate the corresponding quantity for
the whole molecule.2 These methods are most directly ap-
plied to Hartree-Fock HF and density functional theory
DFT calculations. Zhang and co-workers developed3,4 and
applied5 an even simpler idea to estimate the interaction en-
ergy between two large molecules from the interactions of
fragments of the two molecules. These fragments are not
disjoint but overlapping segments of the molecules, similar
to the fragments employed in “molecular tailoring.”6 Moti-
vated by this work, it soon became clear to a number of
authors that the total energy of a molecule could be estimated
very simply from combinations of the energies of such tai-
lored molecular fragments.7–9
In a previous paper I,9 we presented a systematic frag-
mentation approach to the scaling problem. A molecule is
broken up into a set of small molecular fragments. The elec-
tronic energy of each fragment is evaluated and the total
electronic energy of the whole molecule is approximated by
a linear combination of the fragment energies. Importantly, a
systematic hierarchy of fragmentation approximations was
developed whereby a computer algorithm can automatically
and systematically decompose molecules into fragments in a
hierarchy of fragment sizes. This provides a sequence of in-
creasingly reliable estimates of the total electronic energy of
a molecule. Calculations were presented for the first three
members of this hierarchy, denoted as levels 1–3. This auto-
mated approach considers the interactions of functional
groups within a molecule in terms of “bonded” interactions.
For level 1, the interaction of functional groups with  sub-
stituents is accounted for; at level 2,  and  substituents are
accounted for; and at level 3, , , and  substituents are
accounted for. In addition, the total energy of a molecule is
affected by “nonbonded” interactions between atoms or
functional groups which are close together in space, even
though they may be well separated in terms of bonding. Pa-
per I also presented a method for estimating these nonbonded
interactions using the fragmentation approach. A number of
calculations that indicated the potential utility of this general
approach to estimating the energy of organic molecules were
presented. However, the range of molecules considered was
very small, and so the accuracy and efficiency of the method
for general organic compounds were not clearly established.
This paper presents results of tests for the accuracy and
computational efficiency of the method for a set of 96 or-
ganic molecular structures which were obtained from the
Cambridge Structural Database. The computational effi-
ciency is measured as the ratio of the CPU time required to
calculate the total energy of a molecule divided by the cor-
responding time to calculate the energies of all the required
molecular fragments. The basic question addressed here is:
What accuracy in energy can be obtained for what saving in
computational time, for general organic molecules? The pa-
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per also presents some refinements of the original algorithm
for fragmenting molecules and for estimating the nonbonded
component of the molecular energy.
The paper is set out as follows. Section II briefly reviews
the hierarchy of fragmentation methods previously described
and presents further refinements. Section III describes the
sample of molecular structures used to test the methods. The
test results are presented in Sec. IV. Some concluding re-
marks are contained in the final section. Various details of
the method are included in the appendices.
II. FRAGMENTATION
A detailed description of the methods used to fragment a
molecule can be found in Appendix A and in Paper I. A very
simple description is given here.
A. Review of the basic scheme
We view a molecule as a collection of bonded atoms in
the usual chemical sense. These atoms are assembled into
functional groups. Basically, atoms connected by multiple
bonds are taken to be in the same functional group, as are
hydrogen atoms which are bonded to these heavy atoms.
Some results will be presented here to illustrate the effect of
varying the criteria that define functional groups. For ex-
ample, we will consider the amide group HNCO as one
functional group by arbitrarily defining the CN bond to be a
double bond or as two groups, NH and CO. In any event, a
molecule is viewed as a collection of single bonded func-
tional groups.
To illustrate the basic idea behind breaking a molecule
M into fragments, we review the simple example of a chain
molecule of K groups as described in Paper I:
M = G1G2G3 ¯ GK. 2.1
The molecule is broken between groups n−1 and n, by
stretching the Gn−1 . . .Gn single bond to infinity and replacing
the Gn−1Gn bond by a hydrogen, Hn−1 bonded to Gn−1 and a
hydrogen bonded to Gn Hn. Thus
M→M1 + M2, 2.2
where
M1 = G1G2G3 ¯ Gn−1Hn−1 2.3a
M2 = HnGnGn+1 ¯ GK. 2.3b
The geometry of the atoms in both fragments is unchanged
from that in M, except for the addition of the hydrogen
“caps.” These hydrogens are located along the broken bond
vector at an appropriate distance for the particular GH bond
see Appendix A for details.
The total electronic energies of these three molecules are
trivially related by
EM = EM1 + EM2 + dE1, 2.4
where dE1 represents the net energy change. This process is
repeated by breaking M at some other place, say by stretch-
ing the Gi−1Gi single bond to infinity. This gives
EM = EM3 + EM4 + dE2, 2.5
where
M2 = G1G2G3 ¯ Gi−1Hi−1, 2.6a
M4 = HiGiGi+1 ¯ GK. 2.6b
Now, we break M at both places:
M→ G1G2G3 ¯ Gn−1Hn−1 + HnGnGn+1 ¯ Gi−1Hi−1
+ HiGiGi+1 ¯ GK. 2.7
This gives
EM = EM1 + EM5 + EM4 + dE3, 2.8
where
M5 = HnGnGn+1 ¯ Gi−1Hi−1. 2.9
Now, if the Gn−1Gn bond is far in space from the Gi−1Gi
bond, then the energy change from the simultaneous frag-
mentation at Gn−1Gn and Gi−1Gi will be very nearly equal to
the sum of the energy changes from each separate fragmen-
tation this assumes that no conjugated chain links the two
bonds. That is,
dE3  dE1 + dE2. 2.10
The more separated the two fragmentation sites are, the
closer should be the equality in Eq. 2.10. From the defini-
tions of these energy changes,
EM − EM1 − EM5 − EM4
 EM − EM1 − EM2 + EM
− EM3 − EM4
or
EM  EM2 + EM3 − EM5 . 2.11
Note that M5 is the “overlapping” segment, common to M2
and M3, and in this sense
M→M2 + M3 − M5. 2.12
The fragmentation products are defined by the location of the
two bonds which are broken one at a time or both together.
For a general bonding structure, as illustrated by the example
in Fig. 1, we define levels of fragmentation by the following
rules. Level 1: the two bonds are separated by one functional
group. Level 2: the two bonds are separated by two func-
tional groups. Level 3: the two bonds are separated by three
functional groups. Clearly, one could define additional levels,
in which the bond breaks are further and further apart.
1. Exhaustive fragmentation
One application of the fragmentation rule for some lev-
els breaks the molecule into, say, three fragments, as in Eq.
2.12. Each fragment has an associated sign +1 or −1.
Each of these three fragments may also be broken into
smaller fragments. Fragmentation at level n means that we
continue to fragment each successive generation of daughter
fragments, until the rule for level n cannot be applied. Many
almost all fragments generated in this way are “canceled,”
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in the sense that the same fragment is generated twice, once
with plus sign and once with a minus sign. The surviving
fragments represent the fragmentation of the molecule at
level n. The details are included in Appendix A. A simple
linear-chain-molecule-like pentane provides the simplest ex-
ample of fragmentation. The molecule is a bonded chain of
five functional groups, numbered 12345. The final fragments
are the following: At level 1, 12+23+34+45−2−3−4−5, at
level 2, 123+234+345−23−34, and at level 3, 1234+2345
−234. In general, the molecule is represented by a sum and
difference of molecular fragments as
M→
n=1
N1
cnFn, 2.13
where Fn represents a molecular fragment and cn are coeffi-
cients typically ±1.
Moreover, the final estimate of the molecular energy at
least that due to bonding between groups can be written as
EbM = 
n=1
N1
cnEFn . 2.14
The gradients and higher derivatives of the energy with re-
spect to the nuclear positions can be derived from Eq. 2.14
in terms of the corresponding derivatives of the fragment
energies see Paper I for details. Moreover, any molecular
property which can be expressed as a derivative of the
Hamiltonian e.g., the electrostatic moments can be ex-
pressed as a sum of the corresponding properties of the frag-
ments.
B. The ring repair rule
When cyclic molecules are fragmented, the capping hy-
drogens at each end of a fragment may actually be in close
proximity. Cyclohexane provides a simple example of this
effect, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This implies that there must be
a significant hydrogen-hydrogen cap interaction in the frag-
ment that was not present in the original molecule. In fact,
the higher the level of fragmentation, the closer together the
capping hydrogens may be. This clearly violates the basic
premise of the method that the bond breaking and capping at
one site should be energetically independent of the bond
breaking and capping at another site. Applying the rule of
level 2 to cyclohexane denoted 123456 gives
123456→ 123 + 234 + 345 + 456 + 561 + 612 − 23 − 34
− 45 − 56 − 61 − 12. 2.15
Level 3 gives
123456→ 1234 + 2345 + 3456 + 4561 + 5612 + 6123
− 234 − 345 − 456 − 561 − 612 − 123. 2.16
As we see in Fig. 2, the capping hydrogens in a level 3
fragment such as 1234 are quite close to one another, much
closer than they would be in a level 2 fragment such as 123.
Not surprisingly, the level 2 fragmentation gives a more ac-
curate estimate of the energy of cyclohexane than does the
level 3 approximation.
Hence, the rules for levels 1–3 which were presented in
Paper I are modified here by a ring repair rule to preclude
significant spurious interactions between capping hydrogen
atoms. This new rule has two parts and states.
1 If two groups in a fragment were both bonded in the
original molecule to one group which is not in the
fragment, then that group must be included in the frag-
ment, or
2 if two groups in a fragment were bonded in the origi-
nal molecule to two different groups which are not in
FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the locations of bonds which might be
broken in the first three levels of the fragmentation hierarchy.
FIG. 2. A schematic representation of the location of two capping hydrogen
atoms in a level 3 fragment containing groups 1–4 in a six member cyclic
molecule.
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the fragment, and those two groups are bonded to each
other, then those two groups must be included in the
fragment.
The details of the algorithm for implementing this new
rule are given in Appendix B. The effect of this new rule is to
repair some broken rings in fragments to make whole rings.
At all three levels, fragments containing two adjacent
groups, of what were originally three and four member rings,
are replaced by whole rings; at level 2, fragments containing
three adjacent groups, of what were originally five member
rings, are also replaced by whole rings; and at level 3, frag-
ments containing four adjacent groups of six member rings
are replaced by whole rings.
C. Nonbonded interactions
The fragmentation approximation, as in Eq. 2.14, only
accounts for the electronic energy associated with functional
groups and the bonding between those groups up to interac-
tions with  substituents at level 3. However, functional
groups that may be well separated in a molecule in terms of
bonded connectivity may be close in space, since chain
twisting and branching are common motifs in molecular
structure. Paper I described how the nonbonded interaction
between such groups can be calculated using a modification
of the method of Zhang and Zhang.3
1. Review of nonbonded interactions
If M1 and M2 represent two distinct molecules, then the
nonbonded interaction energy between them would be given
by
EintM1,M2 = EM1M2 − EM1 − EM2 , 2.17
where EM1M2 represents the ab initio energy of both mol-
ecules, treated as one supermolecule. Let us denote a level 1
fragmentation of molecule M as
M→
n=1
N1
anfn, EM = 
n=1
N1
anEfn , 2.18
and a level 3 fragmentation of the same molecule as
M→ 
m=1
N3
AmFm, EM = 
m=1
N3
AmEFm . 2.19
The bonded interactions between groups is accounted for by
the level 3 fragmentation of Eq. 2.19. We write the non-
bonded interactions as
EnbM = 
n=1
N1

k=n+1
N1
anakEintfn*, fk* . 2.20
Here Eintfn* , fk* is defined as in Eq. 2.17, except that the
fragments fn* and fk*, must be “edited” to avoid interactions
between groups that have already been accounted for in the
level 3 fragmentation of Eq. 2.19 see Paper I for details.
2. Long range interactions
From Eq. 2.20, we can infer that the number of non-
bonded fragment-fragment interactions is proportional to the
square of the number of level 1 fragments, N1. The number
of fragments is linearly proportional to the number of groups
in the molecule, and hence, linearly proportional to the num-
ber of electrons in the molecule. If Eq. 2.20 is used to
calculate the nonbonded contribution to the total electronic
energy, the total computational cost would be proportional to
the square of the number of electrons in the molecule. How-
ever, in a large molecule most fragments are far separated in
space. The interaction between two such well separated frag-
ments may be negligible, or may be estimated by some
means other than by ab initio calculation. Hence, if the sepa-
ration between the fragments fn and fk, dfn , fk defined to
be the smallest atom-atom distance, exceeds some reason-
able tolerance dmin, the interaction energy is only evaluated
approximately. We denote this approximate interaction en-
ergy as Eappfn* , fk*. Hence, Eq. 2.20 is amended to
EnbM = 
n=1
N1

k=n+1
N1
anak Eintfn*, fk* if dfn, fk dminEappfn*, fk* if dfn, fk dmin .
2.21
In this way the total ab initio computational cost is linear in
the number of electrons in the molecule. The total electronic
energy of the molecule is then taken to be EM,
EM = EbM + EnbM . 2.22
3. Electrostatic interactions
In this paper, Eappfn* , fk* is estimated for well separated
fragments by a multipole expansion for the electrostatic in-
teraction of the fragments. In the examples studied here, the
fragments are not charged, so that dipole-dipole interactions
are the “leading” electrostatic interactions. Induction and dis-
persion contributions have been neglected, a factor which
may contribute to the errors presented below.
We will assume that a level 1 fragmentation has been
carried out and that the ab initio energy of each fragment has
been evaluated. As part of these ab initio calculations, the
electron density is evaluated, and at no significant additional
computational cost, all the components of the electrostatic
multipole moments of each fragment are calculated. The
multipole moments are taken to be Cartesian tensors with
components  , , ,=1,2 ,3. Here we assume that, for
fragment fn, the charge, qn and all components of the di-
pole moment n, quadrupole moment n, octapole
moment 	n, and hexadecapole moment Hn, have
all been evaluated in atomic units. The multipole expansion
for fn is taken to be centered at the center of nuclear charge
for the fragment,
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Xn =

i=1
Nn
cixi

i=1
Nn
ci
, 2.23
where ci is the charge atomic number of the nucleus for
atom i, xi denotes the corresponding Cartesian coordinate
vector, and the sum is taken over all atoms in the fragment.
The relative displacement of fragments fn and fk is given by
R = Xk − Xn , 2.24
with magnitude denoted by R. The total electrostatic interac-
tion between neutral fragments is given by10
Eeln,k = − nTk −
1
3 nTk −nTk −
1
15nT	k +	nTk
−
5
3nTk + 1105nT
H
k − HkT

k − 73nT
	
k
+ 73	nT

k , 2.25
where T=1/R, and
T. . . =  ¯ T . 2.26
Repeated indices are summed in Eq. 2.25. The multipole
expansion has been truncated to neglect all terms which de-
cay faster than R−6 at large separation.
In Eq. 2.21, we put
Eappfn*, fk* = Eeln,k if dfn, fk dmin. 2.27
In the results presented here, values of dmin between 3.0 and
4.5 Å have been considered. A number of important details
for the evaluation of 2.27 are presented in Appendix C.
III. SAMPLE OF MOLECULES
In order to test the accuracy and efficiency of the frag-
mentation approximation to molecular electronic energies, a
sample of “typical” organic molecules has been obtained
from the Cambridge Structural Database11 CSD as follows.
The database was searched for structures containing mol-
ecules with the chemical formula C7–30N0–7O0–7F0–3H1–80;
that is, molecules containing 7–30 carbon atoms and 0–7
nitrogen atoms, and so on. These number ranges were chosen
to correspond loosely with the relative abundances of carbon,
nitrogen, and oxygen in various classes of organic com-
pounds. The maximum possible number of flourine atoms
was set so that the relative proportion of F atoms might more
realistically represent the proportion of all halides in typical
organic molecules. Other halides were excluded to restrict
the “heavy” atoms to the first row of the periodic table. This
was done to restrict the expected ab initio quantum chemis-
try computation time to a manageable limit for these tests
the electronic energy of the whole molecule must be evalu-
ated. Molecules containing the benzene ring were excluded
from the search. This search returned 159 structures. Struc-
tures were subsequently excluded from the sample if they
contained charged species, contained dimers of smaller mol-
ecules, rather than monomers, contained solvent molecules,
or were missing some hydrogen atoms. After this editing
process, the sample contained 96 single molecular structures.
The atomic Cartesian coordinates and bonding assignments
of all these molecules were downloaded from the database in
an SDFile format, and is available as an EPAPS document.12
Benzene rings and charged species were excluded from
the sample for this initial extensive test of the fragmentation
method. The simple fragmentation method reported in Paper
I does not provide an accurate description of benzene in
terms of fragments. Bettens and Lee have reported a varia-
tion of the fragmentation approach13 that allows partial frag-
mentation of conjugated rings, but this refinement has not yet
been incorporated in the code tested herein. Initial investiga-
tions indicate, not surprisingly, that charged species represent
additional difficulties for molecular fragmentation, and war-
rant a separate study.
A summary of the chemical composition of all
96 molecules is provided in an EPAPS document.12 Figure 3
presents histograms of the number of atoms and the number
FIG. 3. The number of electrons  and of atoms  in the sample of
96 molecules are presented as histograms. The bin sizes are 30 electrons and
10 atoms.
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of electrons for the molecules in the sample. In summary, the
number of atoms varies from 18 to 91 with a mean of 37,
the number of first row atoms varies from 13 to 43 with a
mean of 20, and the number of electrons varies from 92 to
334 with a mean of 151.
Most, if not all, common functional groups are found in
these molecules, including amines, amides, cyanides,
ethenes, esters, ethers, aldehydes, ketones, alcohols, and car-
bon rings and heterocycles with four or more members. The
sample is biased by the fact that all these molecules can be
crystallized. Perhaps as a consequence of this fact, 76 of the
96 molecules contain at least one amide group and 39 con-
tain a CF3 group.
Conveniently, 22 of these molecules are isomers of at
least one other molecule in the sample. Figures 4–8 depict
the geometries of these 22 molecules in the database. For
convenience, the structures are labeled by their CSD code
name. There are 13 energy differences between these struc-
tures that correspond to isomerization energies. Hence, in
addition to a sample of 96 total molecular electronic ener-
gies, these molecules provide a sample of 13 energy differ-
ences between different geometries of the same molecule.
Figures 4–8 also provide some indication of the range of
molecules and molecular geometries contained in the
sample.
The bonding or connectivity in each molecule was
evaluated as described in Eq. A1. In every case, the bond-
ing calculated is in agreement with that specified in the CSD
SDFile for each case in that a bond exists or does not exist
between two atoms in the molecule. If the CSD file specifies
that the bond order is greater than 1, then the CSD value is
adopted. Bonds with order greater than 1 are not broken in
the fragmentation.
IV. RESULTS
A. Fragmentation
Fragmentation of all 96 sample molecules at levels 1–3
was carried out. The whole calculation required just over 1 s
of CPU time per molecule, on average. The average size of
the resultant fragments is indicated in Fig. 9, as a function of
the number of heavy atoms in the molecule.
Clearly, relatively small molecules tend not to be decom-
posed into small fragments. The reason for this appears to be
that small rings and fused rings constitute a large proportion
of the total structure of these smaller systems, and the ring
repair rule ensures that such rings are not completely frag-
mented. In fact, 2 of the 96 molecules cannot be fragmented
at all at level 2, and 4 cannot be fragmented at all at level 3.
These molecules are shown in Fig. 10. Even if fragmentation
is possible, it may not be efficient if the molecule is mostly
characterized by small ring motifs. An example of this effect
is shown in Fig. 11. There the structure is dominated by a
cube of carbon atoms which cannot be broken into fragments
at level 2 or 3. Although the molecule can be fragmented at
level 3, as shown, three of the resultant fragments contain
FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the structures of three isomers in the
CSD, denoted as AHALUQ, ODETAS, and ODETAS01.
FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the structures of three pairs of isomers
in the CSD, denoted as BASZIT and BAZGEP, NOTGAE and BELDIF, and
BOFWIC and FDOURD01.
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almost as many heavy atoms as the original molecule. In
such cases, fragmentation is not likely to lead to improved
efficiency in ab initio calculations of the molecular energy.
However, Fig. 9 indicates that as the size of the molecule
increases, the average fragment size shows a tendency to
decrease. This appears to be due to the fact that small rings
make up a smaller proportion of the total structure for larger
molecules. It appears that the average fragment size tends
towards about four heavy atoms at level 2 and about six
heavy atoms at level 3. The simple examples of Paper I see
also Eq. 2.15 above suggest that smaller fragments would
result for linear and simply branched molecules, but one
must remember that multiple bonds cannot be broken in the
fragmentation scheme. So, for example, every carbonyl CO
FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the structures of three pairs of isomers
in the CSD, denoted as FDMUPD01 and CONBAI, IDUFAO and IDUFES,
and IJEGIN and IJEGEJ.
FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the structures of three isomers in the
CSD, denoted as LEDRER, LEDRAN, and LEDRIV.
FIG. 8. Schematic representation of the structures of three isomers in the
CSD denoted as MOGQOO, TAXYIA, and TAXYOG, and a pair of isomers
denoted a XEXXIH and WINXIA.
FIG. 9. The average number of nonhydrogen atoms per fragment is shown
as a function of the number of nonhydrogen atoms in the molecule, for the
sample of 96 molecules, with fragmentation carried out at level 2  and
level 3 .
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group, or CvC group, contributes two heavy atoms to each
fragment which contains it, and such groups are common in
these typical 96 molecules. For all 96 molecules, the average
number of heavy atoms per fragment is 4.9 at level 2 and 7.6
at level 3.
In the fragmentation above, only formal multiple bonds
have been preserved. The question arises whether other
bonds that might be considered to have a “partial double
bond” character should be preserved. For example, the amide
group,–NH–CO–has been treated as two functional groups,
NH and CO. It is well known that the bonding at the N atom
is close to planar, consistent with a view of the CN bond as
partially double in character. Hence, the fragmentation has
been performed with all NC bonds in amide groups declared
to be double bonds. As a result, for all 96 molecules, the
average number of heavy atoms per fragment is increased to
5.9 at level 2 and 8.8 at level 3. Moreover, one might view a
CF3 group as constituting a single functional group, rather
than four functional groups, on the basis that its local effect
on the electronic distribution in a molecule is not an additive
function of its constituents. To investigate this possibility, the
fragmentation has been performed with all CF bonds in CF3
groups treated as double bonds. As a result, for all
96 molecules, the average number of heavy atoms per frag-
ment is increased to 5.1 at level 2 and 7.8 at level 3. If both
amide NC and CF bonds in CF3 groups are treated as double
bonds, the average number of heavy atoms per fragment is
increased to 6.2 at level 2 and 9.0 at level 3.
B. Accuracy of the total energy
The total electronic energy of all 96 molecules has been
calculated at levels 1–3 from Eq. 2.14 at the Hartree-Fock
and MP2 levels of ab initio theory with various basis sets.14
The nonbonded contribution to the energy has also been cal-
culated using Eqs. 2.21 and 2.26, with a dmin value of
4.5 Å, and combined with the bonding energy at level 3 to
give the total energy as in Eq. 2.22. The absolute differ-
ences between the fragmentation estimates and the ab initio
energy of the whole molecule are shown in Table I. For
comparison, we note that the average electronic energy for
these molecules is close to −1000 hartree.
Table I shows that level 1 fragmentation provides a com-
pletely unreliable estimate of the total molecular energy, in
error by hundreds of millihartrees. However, the hierarchy of
FIG. 10. The structures of the four molecules denoted by their CSD appel-
lation which cannot be fragmented at level 3 are shown. At level 2, only
IYIXOD and TUWWUD cannot be fragmented.
FIG. 11. A schematic representation of a molecule denoted as GOGXIJ in
the CSD which is fragmented into large fragments at level 3 due to the
presence of a cube of atoms.
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fragmentation methods appears to converge very rapidly to
quite reliable estimates by levels 2 and 3 and level 3 plus the
nonbonded energy. The average of the errors shown in Table
I are 6.5 mhartree for level 2, 2.9 mhartree for level 3, and
2.3 mhartree for level 3 plus the nonbonded energy. These
last two values represent a relative error in the energy of
about two to three parts in 106. More importantly, these er-
rors are consistent with the “chemical accuracy” which ab
initio quantum chemistry aims to achieve. Comparing the
“standard” results for Hartree-Fock HF or MP2 calcula-
tions, we see that the very small STO-3G basis set gives very
small errors. However, the errors for 6-31G and 6-311G
bases on average, 213 and 309 basis functions per molecule,
respectively are very comparable. The contribution of the
nonbonded interactions is most apparent for the larger bases
where the error is reduced on average by about
1.1 mhartree for HF calculations and about 2.1 mhartree, for
the MP2 calculations.
Table I does not explicitly show the long range electro-
static contribution to the calculated energies. For HF/6-31G
calculations, the electrostatic energy can be as large as about
5 mhartree, for some molecules, but on average contributes
only about 0.74 mhartree to the total energy. Using the MP2/
6-31G electron density to calculate the multipole moments
reduces the largest electrostatic energy to about 4 mhartree
and reduces the average electrostatic energy to about
0.58 mhartree. However, the consequent variation of the total
error in the energy, using the MP2 rather than the HF density,
is found to be negligible on average over all 96 molecules.
Clearly, the long range electrostatic energy can be significant
for some molecules, but the utility of using the MP2, rather
than the HF, electron density is less apparent. The nonbonded
interactions in Table I were calculated using dmin=4.5 Å in
Eq. 2.21. However, it appears that the total nonbonded en-
ergy the sum of the ab initio interactions for close fragments
and electrostatic interactions for fragments separated by
more than dmin is not very sensitive to the actual value of
dmin, so long as dmin3. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12 for
MP2/6-31G calculations, where we see that the total interac-
tion energy for each of the 96 molecules for dmin=4.5 Å is
well correlated with the values obtained for dmin=3.0 Å and
greater, but not with the values obtained with dmin=2.5 Å.
The total nonbonded energy was similarly seen to be insen-
sitive to the value of dmin for HF/6-31G calculations when
dmin3.
Table I does show that treating CN bonds in amides or
CF bonds in CF3 groups, or both, as double bonds does tend
to reduce the average calculated error in the energy. How-
ever, as indicated in Sec. IV A, this reduction in the error is
accompanied by an increase in the average size of the frag-
ments. We would expect an increase in fragment size to re-
sult in some reduction in the error.
C. Accuracy of isomerization energies
For most purposes in chemistry, we are concerned with
the relative energies of molecular structures, rather than the
total energy of a single structure. This is fortunate, since ab
initio quantum chemistry does not normally provide accurate
estimates for total electronic energies, only for relative ener-
gies. Hence, in testing whether the fragmentation procedure
TABLE I. Absolute errors millihartree in the estimate of the total molecular electronic energy, averaged over
the sample of 96 molecules, for various ab initio methods, using levels 1–3, and level 3 plus the nonbonded
energy.
ab initio
method Bondinga Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Level 3+
nonbonding
HF/STO-3G Standard 179 6.2 1.6 2.2
HF/STO-3G CvN 642 4.7 1.4 1.7
HF/6-31G Standard 152 8.1 3.8 2.8
HF/6-31G CvN 632 6.5 3.0 1.7
HF/6-31G CF3 129 7.6 3.0 2.5
HF/6-31G CvN, CF3 611 5.8 2.5 1.4
HF/6-311G Standard 146 9.0 3.9 3.0
MP2/STO-3G Standard 190 3.2 1.5 2.3
MP2/6-31G Standard 199 7.7 5.3 3.2
aThe definition of which bonds are multiple bonds is standard, except that CvN indicates that CN bonds in
amide groups have been defined as double bonds, and CF3 indicates that CF bonds in CF3 groups have been
defined as double bonds for the fragmentation procedure.
FIG. 12. The total nonbonded energy of Eq. 2.21 with ab initio calcula-
tions at the MP2/6-31G level calculated for dmin=2.5 Å  and dmin
=3.0 Å  are plotted vs the corresponding values for dmin=4.5 Å. The
electrostatic energies were calculated using the Hartree-Fock density.
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is useful for approximating ab initio energies to chemical
accuracy, it is the relative energies of different molecular
structures which are most relevant. As noted in Sec. II, the
sample of 96 molecules contains 22 structures which are iso-
mers of at least one other structure, so that 13 isomerization
energies may be evaluated. Table II presents the 13 isomer-
ization energies at various levels of theory. For this set of
molecules, HF and MP2 calculations using the larger 6
-31Gd , p basis set have also been included. Not surpris-
ingly, the calculated isomerization energy can depend
strongly on the level of ab initio theory considered, varying
by as much as 200 kJ mol−1. Table III presents the absolute
errors in these relative energies evaluated using level 3 frag-
mentation and accounting for the nonbonded interactions.
Table IV shows the corresponding errors at level 2. Averag-
ing the results for all ab initio methods shows that the
isomerization energies are in error by an average of
16.4 kJ mol−1 at level 2 and about 3.9 kJ mol−1 using level 3
plus nonbonding interactions.
D. Computational efficiency
As a measure of the computational efficiency of the frag-
mentation approach, we will consider the ratio of the CPU
time for the calculation of the whole molecule energy to the
CPU time required for the fragmentation approximation. A
value of the ratio greater than 1 implies a net gain by frag-
mentation.
At levels 1–3, the CPU time for the fragmentation ap-
proximation is just the total CPU time to calculate the energy
of all the fragments. At level 3 plus nonbonded interactions,
the fragmentation CPU time also includes the time required
for the ab initio calculation of the fragment-fragment inter-
actions. The CPU time for electrostatic interactions of well
separated fragments is negligible. However, the total frag-
mentation CPU time includes the time to perform ab initio
calculations on all the level 1 fragments. These calculations
are required to evaluate the multipole moments needed for
the electrostatic calculations.
Figure 13 presents the time ratio for all 96 molecules in
the sample, using the MP2/6-31G level of ab initio theory,
evaluated for level 2 and for level 3 plus nonbonded interac-
tions. In the latter calculations, we have taken dmin=3.0. The
CPU time for the level 3 calculations is much larger on av-
erage than the CPU time for the nonbonded interactions.
However, reducing the value of dmin from 4.5 to 3.0 Å re-
duces the ab initio CPU time for the nonbonded interactions
TABLE II. Isomerization energies kJ mol−1 obtained as the energy difference between structures at various
levels of ab initio therory.
Isomers
HF
STO-3G
HF
6-31G
HF
6-311G
HF
6-31Gd , P
MP2
6-31G
MP2
6-31Gd , p
ODETAS-AHALUQ 295.8 213.1 202.3 201.2 282.0 237.5
ODETAS01-AHALUQ 448.5 338.7 322.6 326.5 413.1 366.2
BAZGEP-BAZGIT 320.7 197.0 186.8 209.1 218.4 226.4
BELDIF-NOTGAE 723.4 599.2 577.1 602.7 623.6 574.5
FDOURD01-BOFWIC 704.2 420.1 392.0 410.6 582.0 514.1
CONBAI-FDMUPDI0 133.5 120.8 116.3 116.8 105.0 94.1
IDUFES-IDUFAO 91.7 45.7 44.4 48.2 61.4 54.5
IJEGEJ-IJEGIN 16.3 9.0 9.0 6.0 14.4 10.1
LEDRAN-LEDRER 359.6 259.6 254.4 259.4 271.7 264.4
LEDRIV-LEDRER 112.9 70.4 67.0 61.1 95.8 73.8
TAXYIA-MOGQOO 1862.0 1688.7 1637.7 1654.5 1607.8 1583.2
TAXYOG-MOGQOO 891.3 810.4 786.5 794.3 774.9 740.1
WINXIA-XEXXIH 59.8 134.7 126.4 87.2 127.8 88.7
TABLE III. Absolute errors in the isomerization energies of Table II kJ mol−1 evaluated using level 3 frag-
mentation plus nonbonded interactions and the standard definition of bond order.
Isomers
HF
STO-3G
HF
6-31G
HF
6-311G
HF
6-31Gd , p
MP2
6-31G
MP2
6-31Gd , p
ODETAS-AHALUQ 2.3 1.9 2.9 3.2 3.3 4.8
ODETAS01-AHALUQ 3.3 1.1 0.1 0.6 0.8 2.8
BAZGEP-BAZGIT 6.0 5.6 5.5 4.0 5.6 3.4
BELDIF-NOTGAE 5.1 8.1 5.7 5.3 7.3 4.2
FDOURD01-BOFWIC 0.5 0.6 2.7 1.5 0.5 2.5
CONBAI-FDMUPD10 2.8 0.8 1.1 1.6 0.7 1.8
IDUFES-IDUFAO 1.6 6.9 5.2 1.2 9.8 9.8
IJEGEJ-IJEGIN 2.0 4.1 4.8 3.8 4.5 3.3
LEDRAN-LEDRER 0.5 5.4 4.1 7.7 8.6 11.1
LEDRIV-LEDRER 2.3 5.3 6.1 0.7 1.2 4.3
TAXYIA-MOGQOO 14.3 11.8 7.9 3.1 0.7 8.9
TAXYOG-MOGQOO 9.9 1.8 0.6 3.0 1.7 9.6
WINXIA-XEXXIH 0.5 1.4 1.4 1.0 0.6 0.6
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by a factor of about 5 and thereby reduces the nonbonded
CPU time to an insignificant component of the total CPU
time. As we have seen above, using dmin=3.0 does not sig-
nificantly affect the accuracy of the approximation.
Figure 13 indicates that the fragmentation approximation
is not efficient for the smaller molecules in the sample. This
observation is not surprising since Fig. 9 showed that frag-
mentation of these smaller molecules was ineffective in pro-
ducing small fragments. However, Fig. 13 shows that as the
size of the molecule increases, there is a clear probability of
obtaining significant computational efficiency from the frag-
mentation approach.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have amended the systematic fragmentation method
of Paper I by including a ring repair rule which ensures that
cyclic segments of molecules are accurately treated. An elec-
trostatic approximation for long range nonbonded interac-
tions between fragments ensures that the computational time
scales only linearly with the size of the molecule.
Long range induction and dispersion effects have been
ignored, but might be included via a self-consistent calcula-
tion of the induced dipoles see p. 134 of Ref. 10. Moreover,
it may be possible to obtain an approximation to the disper-
sion energy component of the nonbonded interactions using
dispersion coefficients based on the dipole polarizabilities
see p. 56 of Ref. 10.
The hierarchy of fragmentation approximations have
been tested on a large set of typical organic molecules, which
contain most of the common types of organic functional
groups, except benzene rings and charged species. We have
seen that the level 3 approximation, with account for non-
bonded interactions, provides an estimate of the total elec-
tronic energy, and most importantly relative energies of dif-
ferent structures, which is consistent with the chemical
accuracy a few kJ mol−1 which ab initio quantum chemis-
try aims to achieve. Even the level 2 approximation provides
a useful estimate of these quantities. As noted above and in
detail in Paper I, energy gradients and higher derivatives of
the energy can be obtained from the fragmentation approxi-
mation. Hence, geometry optimization has been accurately
performed for small molecules in Paper I Ref. 9 and for a
large complex by Chen and Zhang.15 Vibrational frequencies
and other molecular properties can be obtained. Thus far,
gradients have been calculated within the fragmentation ap-
proximation and geometry optimization performed without
inclusion of the nonbonded interactions. Further work is re-
quired to include the forces due to these nonbonded interac-
tions in geometry optimization.
Based on the results presented here, it is reasonable to
conclude that relatively high levels of ab initio quantum
chemistry can be accurately and efficiently applied to many
TABLE IV. Absolute errors in the isomerization energies of Table II kJ mol−1 evaluated using level 2 frag-
mentation and the standard definition of bond order.
Isomers
HF
STO-3G
HF
6-31G
HF
6-311G
HF
6-31Gd , p
MP2
6-31G
MP2
6-31Gd , p
ODETAS-AHALUQ 6.6 10.9 9.5 7.1 13.0 11.3
ODETAS01-AHALUQ 9.0 11.5 9.8 7.4 13.7 12.3
BAZGEP-BAZGIT 10.6 18.8 18.8 17.1 15.8 16.4
BELDIF-NOTGAE 29.9 86.7 84.9 68.3 59.2 43.6
FDOURD01-BOFWIC 6.2 9.8 12.3 8.0 4.6 0.6
CONBAI-FDMUPD10 18.8 50.8 51.0 46.0 28.5 23.4
IDUFES-IDUFAO 4.7 0.8 0.9 3.3 4.3 3.9
IJEGEJ-IJEGIN 0.1 0.7 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.6
LEDRAN-LEDRER 12.3 20.3 18.3 16.7 21.3 23.1
LEDRIV-LEDRER 5.9 17.8 18.2 15.7 9.3 9.9
TAXYIA-MOGQOO 10.9 9.8 9.4 0.6 15.2 29.1
TAXYOG-MOGQOO 3.0 17.8 17.0 6.0 3.3 14.7
WINXIA-XEXXIH 9.3 20.2 21.1 19.9 5.7 4.5
FIG. 13. The ratios of the CPU time for a MP2/6-31G calculation of the
whole molecule to the CPU time for the corresponding calculations at level
2  and at level 3 plus nonbonded contributions  are shown vs the
number of basis functions for the sample of 96 molecules.
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relatively large organic molecules using this fragmentation
approach.
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APPENDIX A: FRAGMENTATION
Fragmenting a molecule to estimate the electronic en-
ergy involves a number of steps.
1. Definition of bonding
The bonding in a molecule is defined as follows.
i The covalent radius of all the elements are read from
a table see EPAPS documents, so that the covalent
radius radi of each atom i is assigned.
ii All atom-atom distances in the molecule, rij, are cal-
culated. If
rij  radi + radj + 0.4 Å, A1
then a bond exists between atoms i and j, with bond
order 1. A record of this bonding is required when the
positions of “capping hydrogen” atoms are deter-
mined.
iii A bond order greater than 1 is assigned if
a in these tests the CSD file for this molecule as-
signs a bond order greater than 1 for this pair of
atoms, or
b the bond order is arbitrarily set to a value greater
than 1 by choice. For example, in these tests we
examined the effect of setting all CN bonds in
amide groups as double bonds, and/or all CF bonds
in CF3 groups as double bonds.
Bonds of order greater than 1 are never broken in the frag-
mentation procedure.
2. Definition of functional groups and group bonding
The atoms in a molecule are assigned to disjoint func-
tional groups as follows.
1 Consider first only nonhydrogen atoms. The first such
atom is assigned to group 1. This is defined to be the
current group.
i Consider the rest of the nonhydrogen atoms in
turn. An unassigned atom which is bonded to an
atom in the current group, with bond order greater
than one, is assigned to the current group.
ii The next unassigned atom is assigned to a new
group, now denoted as the current group. Go to i.
2 All nonhydrogen atoms have now been assigned to a
group. All hydrogen atoms are assigned to be members
of the same functional group as the nonhydrogen atom
to which they are bonded.
3 If a single bond order 1 exists between two atoms in
different groups, a single bond is defined to exist be-
tween the two groups. All such atom-atom bonds are
considered in order to determine all bonds between
groups.
3. The properties of fragments
The molecule is now defined to be a set of ngroup func-
tional groups connected by bonds. The fragmentation of the
molecule is carried out by breaking the bonds between these
groups. A molecular fragment is a disjoint, compact subset of
these groups. Compact means that if groups i and j are in a
fragment, then there is at least one sequence of bonds,
i¯k¯m¯n¯ j, that connects i and j. Disjoint means that
only such connected groups belong to a fragment.
The connectivity matrix for the molecule is defined by
the link array,
linki, j = 1, if i is bonded to j; i, j = 1, . . .,ngroup
= 0, otherwise. A2
Let
M = link + link2 + ¯ + linkngroup−1. A3
Then Mi , j0 if and only if groups i and j are in the same
fragment.16
Similarly, a fragment of nfrag groups, denoted as Fk, is
assigned a connectivity matrix, Lki , j, for i , j=1, . . . ,nfrag.
For each group in a fragment, the total number of bonds
connected to it is easily evaluated from the fragment connec-
tivity matrix. The connectivity of group i in fragment k,
conki, is defined to be the number of bonds connected to i
in fragment k.
4. Breaking bonds
Breaking the n ·m bond in fragment Fk is equivalent to
setting
Lkn,m = Lkm,n = 0. A4
Breaking any bond may result in a fragment being broken
into new disjoint fragments. By evaluating
Mk = Lk + Lk
2 + ¯ + Lknfrag−1, A5
the disjoint fragments may be identified as unconnected
blocks in Mk.
5. Iterative fragmentation
To fragment a molecule at a given level of fragmenta-
tion, we begin with the whole molecule as fragment 1, de-
noted as F1. Fragment 1 is said to be live with a sign,
sign1, of +1.
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The iterative ten step procedure is as follows.
1 Find the lowest numbered live fragment; denote it as
Fn. If no live fragment exists in the current list of
fragments, the iteration stops.
2 Choose two bonds to break for the level used, as de-
scribed below. If no pair of allowed bond exists, declare
Fn as dead and go to 1.
3 Break only the first bond of two by setting the two
relevant elements of Ln to zero, and calculate the sets
of atoms in all disjoint fragments.
4 Create a new live fragment for each disjoint set, with
sign+1 times the sign of Fn, and add each to the end
of the list of fragments.
5 Break only the second bond by setting the two relevant
elements of Ln to zero, and calculate the sets of atoms
in all disjoint fragments.
6 Create a new live fragment for each disjoint set, with
sign+1 times the sign of Fn, and add each to the end
of the list of fragments.
7 Break both bonds identified in 2 by setting the four
relevant elements of Ln to zero, and calculate the sets
of atoms in all disjoint fragments.
8 Create a new live fragment for each disjoint set, with
sign−1 times the sign of Fn, and add each to the end
of the list of fragments.
9 Delete fragment Fn from the list of fragments.
10 Go to 1.
Termination: All remaining fragments are dead.
6. Canceling fragments
When this iterative process is complete, any pair of frag-
ments that are composed of the same atoms, but which have
opposite signs, are deleted, leaving nfinal fragments.
7. Capping hydrogens
In each final fragment, the bonds which connected
groups in the fragment to groups which are not in the frag-
ment are “missing.” These missing bonds are replaced by
bonds to hydrogen atoms. As discussed in Paper I, the total
number of hydrogen atoms added to fragments with a sign of
+1 is exactly equal to the number added to fragments with a
sign of −1. The position of each H atom is taken to lie along
the missing bond vector at a distance which is proportional
to the expected ratio of bond lengths. That is,
xH = xi +
radi + radH
radi + radj xj − xi , A6
where xi denotes the Cartesian position of the atom in the
fragment and xj denotes the Cartesian position of the atom
not in the fragment.
8. Ab initio calculations
Now that the positions of all atoms in each fragment k
are determined, ab initio calculations of the energy, Ek, of
each fragment can be carried out. Each fragment is neutral
and is taken to be in a singlet spin state.
9. The fragmentation approximation
The molecular energy is approximated at this level by
E = 
k=1
nfinal
signkEk . A7
Similarly, any molecular property which can be evaluated by
applying a linear operator to the electronic molecular Hamil-
tonian can be estimated in a similar fashion. For example,
the dipole moment  of a neutral molecule can be calculated
as the expectation value of the derivative of the total Hamil-
tonian with respect to an electric field F evaluated at F=0.
Thus,
 = 
k=1
nfinal
signkk A8
estimates the total molecular dipole moment as a combina-
tion of the dipoles of the fragments. Approximations for the
higher multipole moments and other properties can be de-
rived.
10. Choosing bonds to break
We choose which bonds to break in a fragment, Fn, by
searching for two bonds which obey the rule for the level of
fragmentation considered. The search considers all possibili-
ties in order until either two allowed bonds are found or the
fragment cannot be broken, when in step 2 of the iterative
fragmentation procedure see above, Fn is declared to be
dead. The choosing process for level 3 is described as the
method is obvious and simpler for the lower levels.
At level 3, the searching procedure a nested process
identifies five atoms we call n1, n2, n3, n4, and n5 which are
bonded in that order: n1¯n2¯n3¯n4¯n5. The bonds
n1¯n2 and n4¯n5 will be broken in the fragmentation
procedure, as they are separated by three groups the level 3
condition. However, for example, n1 cannot be bonded to
n5, or else the required separation would not be satisfied.
The searching process accounts for these bonding and non-
bonding requirements.
We begin with the central atom, n3. First we declare that
all groups are allowed to be any of n1, . . . ,n5. Then, the
following is followed.
1 Find the lowest numbered group allowed to be n3,
which has the highest connectivity and is not a penul-
timate group it is bonded to at least two groups which
have connectivity greater than 1. Assign this as group
n3. If no group is possible satisfies the criteria to be
assigned as n3, then the search has failed and is fin-
ished, or else go on.
2 Find the lowest numbered group allowed to be n2,
which has the highest connectivity and is bonded to n3.
Assign this group as n2. If this is impossible, disallow
the current n3 as a possible value for n3, allow all
values for n1, n2, n4, and n5, and go to 1.
3 Find the lowest numbered group allowed to be n4,
which has the highest connectivity and is bonded to n3,
and is not n2. Assign this as group as n4. If this is
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impossible, disallow the current n2 as a possible value
for n2, allow all values for n1, n4, and n5, and go to
2.
4 Find the lowest numbered group allowed to be n1,
which has the lowest connectivity and is bonded to n2,
but is not n3 nor bonded to n4. Assign this as group as
n1. If this is impossible, disallow the current n4 as a
possible value for n4, allow all values for n1 and n5,
and go to 3.
5 Find the lowest numbered group, which has the lowest
connectivity and is bonded to n4, but is not n3 nor
bonded to n2 or to n1. Assign this group as n5. If this is
impossible, disallow the current n1 as a possible value
for n1, allow all values for n5, and go to 4, or else go
on.
6 If the search is finished with assigned values for
n1, . . . ,n5, then proceed to break the appropriate bonds
in the iterative fragmentation scheme.
APPENDIX B: FRAGMENT REPAIR
The ring repair rule is implemented as follows.
i The fragmentation is completed as detailed in Appen-
dix A.
ii The resultant fragments are sorted in decreasing order
of the number of groups.
iii Beginning with the first fragment, we determine
1 if two groups in a fragment were both bonded in the
original molecule to one group which is not in the
fragment, or
2 if two groups in a fragment were bonded in the
original molecule to two different groups which are
not in the fragment, and those two groups are
bonded to each other. If neither condition holds, we
consider the next fragment, and so on. If the condi-
tions hold for no fragment, we are finished, or else
we call the first fragment for which the condition
holds, FM.
iv We construct a new fragment which is composed of
FM plus the missing one or two groups, and call
this fragment F*M.
v We then consider if conditions 1 and 2 in iii hold
for F*M. If not, we proceed to step vi. If so, we
construct a new fragment which is composed of
F*M plus the missing one or two groups, and
again call this fragment F*M. Step v is repeated as
many times as necessary.
vi We create a second new fragment, denoted as
−F*M, with the same composition as F*M but
with the opposite sign. The fragment F*M is de-
clared to be dead, while the fragment −F*M is de-
fined to be alive. Both F*M and −F*M are added
to the list of fragments, and the fragmentation algo-
rithm of Appendix A is repeated.
When the fragmentation is repeated, the live fragment
−F*M is decomposed according to the level employed
F*M is not decomposed, since it is dead. The process of
canceling fragments is carried out. We then return to step ii
above.
APPENDIX C: ELECTROSTATICS
The charge and multipole moments of each level 1 frag-
ment are calculated by an ab initio quantum chemistry pro-
gram package. It is important to note the following.
1 The multipole moments for the fragment charge distri-
bution depend on the level of ab initio theory employed
to calculate the electron density. It may be, for ex-
ample, that even though the fragment energy is evalu-
ated at a highly correlated level of theory, the multipole
moments are determined by some lower level of theory
for example, at the Hartree-Fock level. Hence, the
electrostatic interaction energy between fragments is
actually an approximation only to the exact interaction
energy at the lower level of theory.
2 The values given by the program output are converted
to a.u. and the definitions of the multipole moments are
made consistent with those of Ref. 10, p. 19.
3 The multipole moments may have been evaluated for a
geometry which has been translated and rotated into
some default orientation preferred by the ab initio pro-
gram. If so, the multipole moments must be rotated to
the orientation that the fragment has in the original
molecule. The center of the fragment see Eq. 2.22
must correspond to its position in the original molecule.
The rotation matrix required to effect this reorientation
can be evaluated from a knowledge of the original Car-
tesian coordinates and those used by the ab initio pro-
gram.
4 The editing procedure that replaces fragment fn by fn* in
Eq. 2.20 may produce a fragment, fn*, that is not one
of the level 1 fragments, so multipole moments for fn*
must be evaluated. The only such “nonlevel 1 frag-
ments” that result from the editing process are frag-
ments that contain one terminal group groups that are
only connected to one other group. For simplicity, let
us assume that fragment A, containing, say, groups 1
and 2, has been edited to fragment B, containing only
group 1. A fragment, call it C, containing just group 2
will exist at level 1. From Eq. A7, the fragmentation
approximation to the molecular electronic energy also
supports a fragmentation approximation to other prop-
erties, including the electrostatic moments. Hence, we
can approximate the unknown dipole moment of frag-
ment B by
B = A − C . C1
The higher moments can be estimated as
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B =A −C − XB − XAC − XB − XAC − XC − XAB − XC
− XAB C2
	B =	A −	C − XB − XAC − XB − XAC − XB − XAC − XC
− XAB − XC − XAB − XC − XAB − XB − XAXB − XAC
− XB − XAXB − XAC − XB − XAXB − XAC − XC − XAXB
− XAB − XC − XAXB − XAB − XC − XAXB − XAB , C3
HB = HA − HC − XB − XA	C − XB − XA	C − XB − XA	C
− XB − XA	C − XC − XA	B − XC − XA	B − XC
− XA	B − XC − XA	B − XB − XAXB − XAC − XB − XA
XB − XAC − XB − XAXB − XAC − XB − XAXB
− XAC − XB − XAXB − XAC − XB − XAXB − XAC
− XC − XAXC − XAB − XC − XAXC − XAB − XC − XA
XC − XAB − XC − XAXC − XAB − XC − XAXC
− XAB − XC − XAXC − XAB − XB − XAXB − XAXB
− XAC − XB − XAXB − XAXB − XAC − XB − XAXB − XA
XB − XAC − XB − XAXB − XAXB − XAC − XC − XAXC
− XAXC − XAB − XC − XAXC − XAXC − XAB − XC − XA
XC − XAXC − XAB − XC − XAXC − XAXC − XAB C4
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